WRENCHES
Bahco wrenches are designed and manufactured

Traditionally, Bahco has combined a quality

with the optimal dimensions to suit the workplace

compound of high-alloyed steel with the right heat

and meet the requirements of the end-user in terms

treatment – hardening and annealing to guarantee

of power and handling. More than 800 different

a high-quality tool. As a result, our wrench family

wrenches in the range cover an extremely wide

withstands more torque without deformation,

variety of applications, making Bahco the specialist

delivering more power and a longer life.

in wrenches.
We are also proud to present the Bahco ERGO™
Bahco wrenches improve accessibility in confined

adjustable wrench, the result of extensive

spaces with a patented shape and design at the

development work where professional users and

handle for a wider and more comfortable grip.

specialists in ergonomics have worked alongside
each other to create exceptional user-friendly

The Dynamic DriveTM Profile on the wrench’s ring

tools. The various models and sizes are available

end increases the contact with the nut’s flank

in phosphate and chrome-plated versions, with or

surfaces, rather than its corners. This flat

without the comfortable ergonomic handle.

surface contact reduces wear and gives
excellent performance.
With Dynamic DriveTM Profile, a substantially higher
torque can be applied without wear to the screw
or wrench. Even worn and imprecise nuts can be
turned with this profile.
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AdjustAble wrenChes
90 serIes
“Over 120 years producing adjustable wrenches”
The ERGO™ 90 series has more functions than any other adjustable wrench.
The ergonomic design of the handle, jaws and grip:
▪ Makes it possible to use hand strength in the best and most efficient way
▪ Gives the best, safest grip in different work positions
▪ Protects against unnecessary work injuries

Stronger than
required by ISO
standards

ERGOTM 90 series is
design registered

Parallel jaw faces
for safer grip

Improved accessibility as the
adjustable moving jaw does
not fall out, even at maximum
opening

Good balance, very
comfortable and easy to
work with

Best hold under all
working conditions

One-piece forged steel
handle for extra strength

Firm grip even when the
handle is oily and dirty

Designed to distribute the
pressure evenly in the hand,
reducing the risk of workrelated injuries
Resistant to a wide
range of temperatures
from -40°C to 100°C
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COmbInAtIOn AdjustAble
wrenChes
This wrench is not only ideal for use
with ordinary nuts, but also pipes,
rounded nuts and bolts.

By reversing the movable
jaw you can use the tool as a
standard adjustable wrench for
nuts and bolts.

Jaws angled at 15° to
give good access even in
confined spaces.

9029-9035 & 9031t
The ERGO™ type 9029-9035 and
9031T series - big Bahco inventions, yet
small enough to fit in your back pocket...

Thinner jaws
improve
access in confined
spaces
Fits in a pocket

extra width to grip large nuts
9029: 1 1/4 inches / 32 mm
9031: 1 1/2 inches / 38 mm
lightweight:
9029: 220 g
9031: 340 g
9029: 6 inches/170 mm
9031: 8 inches/218 mm

9031t
Extra thin jaws for accessibility

extra wide
opening

extra slim jaws
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sIde nut AdjustAble
FeAtures & beneFIts
▪ Side-nut operating system
▪ Chrome-plated finishing
▪ Precision tuning

15º

better tOrque
CApACIty

22,5º

the best AdjustAble
wrenCh FOr
heXAGOnAl nuts

meAsurInG sCAle In mm

FOrGed In One pIeCe

also with thermoplastic
handle

Dimensions according
to ISO 6787 standard

Torque requirements
140% above ISO 6787
standard

Wider

Design forged
in one piece

Comfortable
and rounded

bAhCO rAtChetInG wrenChes
tIme sAVInG: wOrK FAster wIth GreAt perFOrmAnCe
Compact, reversible gear
allows you to change
direction without removing
the wrench

Gear integrated in the
body of the wrench
improves accessibility
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Ring end angle 15º for
knuckle clearance or
better grip

Optimise productivity,
even in difficultly
accessible areas

12-point
Dynamic-DriveTM Profile
ensures longer life for
screws and nuts

Only 5º needed to
work compared to
30º needed with a
conventional wrench
Requires 80% less
space to operate

dOuble Open end And
COmbInAtIOn wrenChes

Fitting tolerance
thin and compact heads
Allow easy access to difficult places

patented u-shape
Wide and comfortable handle for a
better grip

Wrench end fitting tolerance
according to ISO 691

durability
Increased torque performance
Higher hardness without fragility risk

power
Stands ISO 1711-1 standard torque values
plus 50% without opening and deformation

Visible size marking
Optimised legibility and
identification with high clarity
imprint. Metric and inch sizes
r
a
n
High-quality surface

HIGHER TORQUE
WITHOUT
DEFORMATION

dynamic drivetm r le
Maximises the life of the tool, as well
as that of the nut and screw
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